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Background (Preamble):
Norman Scarth, born 1925, is a World War II navy and arctic convoy veteran. After he experienced imprisonment and
even a psychiatric clinic in his 70s, he became a human rights activist - as many other Victims of White Collar Crimes.
As such he supported a defendant in Bradford Crown Court on 25 July 2011 and switched his audio recording device
on, before he could get round to ask the Judge. Previously, such requests were granted to him by Lord Woolf due to him
being hard of hearing.
A support worker reported him and he was taken away with very tight handcuffs. After the hearing he issued an apology
via the court-appointed barrister and was sentenced the next day: six months and one year ban from entering court
premises. A detailed report from a co-supporter is here.
However, the punishment does not fit the crime or the person, and the law enforcement agencies are inappropriately
harsh without even following their own rules:
* he is in a prison for serious offenders
* his complaints are not actioned upon
* he does not receive his prescribed medication
* he is in solitary confinement that he defines as hell
* he has great difficulty in getting a sheet of paper
* he has difficulty in receiving visitors and making calls.
A demo took place outside Leeds Prison and moved to the War Memorial on Saturday 13 August. Justice for Norman
Scarth is the campaign blog to free Prisoner A1903CF.
You can email Norman's MP Marsha Singh and ask that he writes to the Lord Chancellor to release Norman on
compassionate grounds.
You can send use Email a Prisoner quoting that number and you can phone the Prison Governor Rob Kellett on 0113
203 2600.
You can use this online press release and twitter @FreeNorman, #FreeNorman and #FreeNormanScarth to make
Norman Scarth a household name that stands for justice and human rights in courts.
PS. 100,000 signatures could give us a debate in Parliament!
Petition:
We, the undersigned, request that Norman Scarth be released immediately - whether by Pardon by HM The Queen as he
has asked himself, or by any other procedure HM's Justice Ministries are capable of.
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1. Our once Great Nation
10. Let Norman go. He is a good man. His only crime is having been born at a time when
Britain was still Britain.
11. This is what I would expect to happen in third world countries - like New Britain!
45. Vindictive Judiciary and State, hammering an old veteran shows the state of this country
now.
71. "England expects every man to do his duty" Horatio Nelson.
76. Disgraceful that this petition is required. Clearly we need to remove these creatures from
Parliament and Whitehall and the Judiciary and start again. Perhaps also an Anglo Saxon
monarch, rather than a kraut who breaks her coronation oath.
102. This is total miscarriage of justice and I am horrified to hear that our great land could do
this to an heroic man who fought against one of the greatest dangers to hit our shores. He
fought for queen and country. This man should be released immediately and personally
reimbursed for all his suffering against a corrupt court that does not practice common law.
115. What happened to the men of England? How sad that a WWII veteran was jailed for
something as petty as recording in court due to his hearing disability. Whatever is happening in
England now is the result of too many liberal policies. I hope and pray that America can find
her way before she ends up like England!
138. I find the jailing of this old man for telling the truth despicable. It flies against everything
this country stood for in the recent past. I feel ashamed to be classed as a British citizen.
199. I was born in Easterly road in Leeds and was proud of that fact. Now I am ashamed to be
associated with Leeds and this particularly vicious and unjustifiable abuse of power.
209. As a vet myself I find that there is no justice in the UK for British citizens and especially
for veterans and wonder just why we and others served our Country.
259. We must try not to keep making people think the UK is a prison camp for British people,
our parents went to war to be free let white people have it back as all other col have.
282. Sick to the bone, what has our country come to!
453. To Elizabeth Mountbatten: You fail as a leader by betraying the British. People are waking-up
to you. You cannot hide from your Coronation Oath as you did the Stone of Destiny which was
never yours. The Truth - http://jahtruth.net/britmon.htm

454. If men like Norman did not help win the war, then all who run this so called country
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would be working under the likes of Hitler, and they may have been the ones in prison. Why
men take up arms for queen and country has always been beyond me, as it is more important
they take up arms to protect the young and old. Let‟s hope poor old Norman gets out of
prison soon, before they kill him off.
477. My god!? What this once great country has stooped to. It‟s outrageous and sick.
526. British is renowned for democracy and fairness. The last twenty years has seen us
become more of a fascist dictatorship.
556. Disgraceful - Why is our country so anti-English?!
This nation has lost any decency in its treatment of our own and our rulers are now little better
than those despicable tin pot dictators of foreign lands!
663. I am an ex-pat Englishman and this truly disgusts me. Release this man immediately. You
can't have a voice any more in the UK. Locked up for six months at his age when he has
helped save the country from tyranny. Kids run riot on our streets and get community service.
Stand up and fight, England!
684. A sad symbol of modern day Britain. The establishment needs to be swept away with a
new broom. Release this elderly patriot immediately and show some compassion.
764. Someone should have created a bill of rights and charges for him. It is scandalous a man
of his age being frog marched to jail. It should have cost them loads of money. They are
supposed to answer to the people not we to them. We have to train people in court procedures
and get rid of these bureaucratic heavy handed thugs. They don't do a thing about the treason
in parliament and the lies about Iraque or about the banking fraud.
765. No shock in this day and age...
769. "It is my conviction that killing under the cloak of war is nothing but an act of murder."
Albert Einstein
781. What the hell as happened to this once great country? THE LUNATICS ARE TRULY
RUNNING THE ASYLUM.
785. Utterly disgusted, is this the way to treat war heroes? How can any government sit
idly by and allow such an outrageous sentence to be passed?
811. If he was a Muslim would he be in prison, NO. One rule for the rich one for the poor
and Muslims in this once great country can do what they like. Free the man now!
831. Just shows what this country is and we have a sick leader running it.
896. Absolutely disgusted! How the hell this country thinks it qualified to lecture dictators
when our so-called leaders and establishment have put England in the third world.
901. How disgusting is the UK for abusing this man in this way! Shame on every single
Politician for ruining the reputation of this Kingdom. Shame that Politicians look like NAZIS.
SHAME ON THE UK POLITICIANS FOR TREATING A WW2 VETERAN LIKE THIS!
921. See more on our duty and right of lawful rebellion at: http://www.thebcgroup.org.uk/

923. This is an outrage, so sad my country has come to this. Give the man some
dignity. NOW.
944. Absolutely disgusting. this country has gone mad!
954. This country disgusts me.
1077. An Englishman in the hands of our enemy...
1083. This is an absolute disgrace and typifies the level to which this once GREAT nation has
sunk! Why is it the courts get so much totally wrong nowadays, they are a JOKE!
1116. Typical treatment of a man that has risked his life for his country, it is obvious that the
Judge's masters from the New World Order are pulling his strings. Stand up and be counted
patriots, Join the Resistance!
1146. Weep for what was once a great country now governed and administered by traitors.
1152. Sad Story....What is this country doing...
1159. The Pharisee masons are tumbling down. Blue is the primary colour of freemasonry
(The Blue degrees, Boys in Blue, etc). YouTube Cockney Rebel's song "Tumbling Down" and
the brilliant fanfare/chorus at the end, "Oh dear look what we've done to the blues, blues,
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blues.
1194. It‟s a disgraceful decision. Whatever is this country coming to?
1282. Such disgraceful nonsense has to stop in this country of ours.
1296. Disgusting. What has become of the UK?
1325. What a disgraceful nation we have become!
1.1. On the Treatment of Veterans
81. I am ex royal navy and it makes me wonder why we put our lives on the line for the
establishment, no wonder England‟s revolting.
428 and 430. This is how we treat war heroes????
492. As an ex pat and a former Soldier I find this disgusting. Release Norman now. He
helped free this country and rid the world of Nazi Germany.
560. To treat an 85 year old man, who has loyally served the Crown and Country, in war and
peace in this way, is disgraceful, and a disgrace to a supposedly civilised country.
566. I am disgusted with the British justice system, a man who was prepared to lay his life
down for his country is treated in such a way, what a vile country we are becoming.
606. What has happened to justice in the UK? Scandalous treatment of an 85 yr old war hero.
624. I have only just received an email about Norman and I AM DISGUSTED AT THE
WAY OUR 'ESTABLISHMENT HAS TREATED THIS WAR HERO! You are a bunch of
Marxist left wing ............... .................. ...................! Grrrggghhhhhhh. Feel free to add your own
words in there, mine certainly weren't publishable!
625. Fight for Britain and get treated like this disgusting
654. This treatment is a disgusting abuse of power by the crown. Norman Scarth is a veteran
and hero of this once Great Nation and he deserves far better treatment than he has been
given. He should be released immediately, with compensation, and an inquiry started with the
suspension of the judge involved until the outcome of said inquiry.
682. The imprisonment of this man is a disgrace! After risking his life for queen and country
then queen and country should show some kind of respect for this man, esp. at his age. All
he's done is stand for what he thinks is right and forget to do something, just as he did in
WWII..(forgetfulness is more than common at that age).....and good job he and other men like
him did...show some respect!!!
689. This is state sponsored tyranny by the powers that be. Release Norman Scarth now and
show some respect to a WWII veteran that protected this country so you the tyrannical state
could have a better life. Shame on you all.
770. Terrible way to treat a venerable old man! Shame on Britain! NNFN.
775. Shame on you treating an old warrior like this.
956. This inexplicable action is happening just as a ceremonial tribute is being paid to Arctic
Convoy Veterans at Loch Ewe in Scotland, the gathering place for many of these highly
dangerous convoys.
While Mr Scarth is in Leeds prison because he tried to combat his deafness, his peers are being
celebrated in the North of Scotland from where many left in one of the toughest duties of the
second World War.
935. This is so shocking! No way should this war veteran be locked up! Especially when there
are known drug dealers and criminals roaming free! The justice system is utter garbage and
totally one sided, set him free NOW!
912. This elderly war veteran served his country to make it a better place. We have an
enemy within that seeks out to destroy people like Norman that fearlessly stand up to
them.
913. You should be ashamed of yourselves anybody who has anything to do with the
incarceration of the decorated war veteran.
961. This is an appalling abuse of an elderly veteran. Please stop his torment.
963. He`s earned the right to be treated with the topmost respect afforded to someone who
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put his life on the line for his country. Society can be measured by the way we treat our most
vulnerable & disadvantaged. I was born in Bournemouth/a dual citizen..he could easily have
been my grandfather! It`s time to wake up & smell the Fascism all over again!
972. I am absolutely horrified - that a man of his age and the danger he put himself in during
WW2 - to enable my family and people around me to lead the life we lead - has had this done
to him.... so he recorded something he shouldn't have but really has the judge no respect for
his elders or thought about what this man stands for. Absolutely disgusted.
999. I wouldn't and couldn't believe that one of the leading countries of the free world could
treat either its handicapped, elderly or veteran citizens in such a manner, and to see any
country, especially such a great one do something like this to a man who falls under all three
categories is appalling. This is as bad as spitting on those that make your nation great.
1055. I am immensely grateful to Mr. Scarth for risking his life during WWII helping my
former compatriots and effectively my own family. I was born in the former Soviet Union. I
am totally appalled how your veterans are treated in the UK, the country of supposed freedom
and justice. My Granddad who was lost in action during the WWII would have been shocked
by all this. Shame on those who put the British hero in jail for nothing. And let him free!!!!
Kisses to the veteran!
1080. Disgraceful treatment of a veteran.
1084. This man has served his country in many ways and should not be treated like this.
1085. Heroes deserve better!
1087. It is a sad day for the UK when a WW2 Veteran and leading Human Rights campaigner
is jailed.
1089. What has happened to British Justice that this war veteran can be denied medication, and
on what grounds? Are other prisoners in Leeds Gaol also denied medication? Furthermore
what is this Judge doing dealing with this case? Judging by his action his mental stability is in
some doubt. Norman Scarth should be released until a suitable court can be found to deal with
his case.
1093. Dear Sir; I am an ex-serviceman having served in N. Ireland and the Falklands and I am
ashamed that anyone that has served his country could be treated in such a manner. For god‟s
sake he is an old man and his sentence is the same as being handed out to looters and rioters.
Shame on British justice.
1180. The treatment meted out to this aging hero is contemptible. And to have this sentence
passed by a lilly livered wig, whose most dangerous job is crossing the road, is beyond belief. Is
this country civilised? It is a cesspit where reptiles such as this judge and MP's slime about and
hold sway. Speak up your Majesty. We need you now more than ever.
1198. How can you treat this man so cruelly?
1200. Disgraceful way to treat an elderly man who served his country during the war. Give him
his pain relief immediately!!
1208. This is an outrage, please release this hero at once!
1213. It is disgusting miscarriage of justice.. how ungrateful and petty are the people who jailed
this man who fought for those same people's freedoms .. he was recording for christ's sake
not a crime worth the time .. denying him his medication is abuse of power .. and the rest of it
.. FREE NORMAN SCARTH!
i sign this on behalf of myself and my grandfather who was also a ww2 vet ..
its wrong on every level ..
1222. Disgusting treatment of a man who served this country and has now been stabbed in the
back by the establishment who care not for honour or what is right.
1223. Norman Scarth is amongst the greatest living patriots of the British Isles and is a
strong advocate of Liberty and Free speech. We the people should be humbled to be in
the presence of a living war hero that has quite literally gone out on a limb to protect
our rights and freedom that we take for granted in today's modern world.
1226. Whatever he has done it cannot be measured against his contribution during a time of
conflict when he put his life on the line for others- me.
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1246. Why is this 85 year old, world war two veteran incarcerated? What are the 'establishment'
afraid of? You, the public servants so called; 'The Government' - are duly instructed to release
this man, without delay, hindrance, nor let.
1261. So this is how the people of England treat their war heroes? Sickening, disgusting, worse
than a tin-pot dictatorship.
1268. Release this hero immediately!
1273. Please release Norman Scarth. He is a WWII vet and as such he should be treated with
upmost respect. He fought for Your Country and this how you treat him????? The man is 85
years old. Why is he not getting his medications, or paper to write on, or Get visitors? And you
put him in with the most dangerous people,
1287. This is beyond a disgrace and illustrates the complete breakdown of Common Law in
our court system. This has effectively allowed for our Justice system to be hijacked, by the
same fascists that Norman Scarth so bravely fought on all our behalf in WW2. What sad irony
that we should be protesting against the same fascist minds running our sacred institutions
over 60 years later. The Govt of the day should resign and the Royal Courts of Justice is not fit
for purpose an should be closed forthwith
1292. This country has done many things to be ashamed of but really, locking up a
pensioner that served Queen & Country for what is not even a crime??? Is the Judge
really that self absorbed that they have to assert their authority in such an unjust
manner!!
1295. This man... a hero in every aspect ...must wander why he ever bothered ...seeing his
country as it is today..release this hero now...if you don‟t we should all turn up at parliament to
protest his release.
1310. This is a typical case of the UK state corruption and a blatant case of hiding the truth.
This man came as close as you can get to giving your life for your country and this is how he
gets rewarded......disgusting abuse from the law which is supposed to protect us citizens.
1316. What a disgrace that an honourable man who fought for his country should be treated
this way. Just how much is this taking of Liberty going to cost the tax payers when there are
criminals causing violence on our streets not being brought to Justice.
1327. Let this veteran go NOW! Make some room for the looters who deserve to be in prison.
Norman has done his bit for his Country, is this how we should repay him?
1351. This man is a hero. He was decades ago and is even more so today. The man's strength,
determination and courage is unmatched and the ONLY reason he is in jail is because of that
courage to speak out against a corrupt system. As for Ken Clarke's attendance, I'd suggest you
consider this: http://youtu.be/LNYe79oA7Yw How does one expect justice from a
deceptive traitor?
1353. My father also served on the convoys that supplied Russia during the WWII, he would
be appalled at the treatment that Mr Scarth is receiving by the so called criminal justice system
of the country that he served, as am I. Mr Scarth must be released immediately and an
investigation into his appalling treatment held by the relevant authorities.
1357. He must be wondering what on Earth he fought for.
1.2. Put the Real Criminals behind Bars!
32. Release this man immediately. You should be ashamed of yourself and should be using
your time to pursue real criminals.
90. The treatment of this old and frail man is disgusting full stop. I feel ashamed to call myself
British. If this is British justice then god help us all! He must be set free now, especially when
there are real criminals amongst us who get away with the most appalling crimes against
humanity on a daily basis.
321. He served his country and this the way they treat him... and the real criminals they walk
free day after day. So much for British justice!
536. Release this man and lock up some real criminals.
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547. My Father was a WW2 Veteran in the RN. This is disgusting. Release him! Im sure you
will find rapists, murderers or even a rioter to take his place.
637. This is a disgrace- we have paedophiles, rapists and murderers that barely spend time in
prison, yet this world war 2 veteran has got a long time in for such a small problem.
He should be treated with respect- if it wasn't for brave people like him fighting for us back in
the day then we wouldn't be here.
642. Release him immediately and get on with catching & prosecuting more serious Criminals!!
664. This is absolutely ridiculous. Put the real criminals behind bars!!
672. Shameful.
696. Accused murderers let loose on our streets to loot and riot, while an old man is jailed. It‟s
about time the traitors in government were jailed.
771. They have arrested the wrong man, the whole of Westminster should be tried for treason
against Britain. Then again, this is why Blair had the charge of treason from the constitution.
He knew what he was doing, hey...
936. Why not free the innocent and jail the guilty for a change?
1049. Mr Scarth's personal values are the same as my own. I'm shocked that he receives such
treatment in my supposedly free country. We are living in a very dangerous world if we allow,
without protest, people like Norman to be bullied by the state in this way.
1051. We are sick to death of the corruption, immorality in high places.
1134. Release Norman now. Leave the soft targets. Catch the real villains!
1319. This case just shows what the public have to put up with using the "law" of Great
Britain which is in place to keep honest, hard working citizens safe. This proves the law can
be moulded into whatever the powers that be want at that time. What a disgusting state of
affairs we now have in England. Set this aged pensioner free and give back what has been
taken without his consent. Get rid of all the fraudsters and thieves who are involved in
running our Country.
1.3 About the Police State
18. The tyranny spreads! I'm afraid that I am beginning to think that Albert is right, and that
all that is left to us is insurrection.24. The Truth is the enemy of the State. The Truth will set
you free. If The Truth shall set you free you shall be free indeed.
109. We are now living in a country where justice means little, and Stalinist tactics are
employed to control dissenters. Norman a tireless campaigner for true justice under Common
Law, is one such dissenter, whom the judiciary and police keep trying to silence. His
incarceration should ring alarm bells around the country, for where Norman goes we could
very well follow.
192. Nice to be living in a virtual "police state" where the innocent are continually harassed
and punished by the 'elite'! The EU is a rotten, corrupt organisation that is there to waste our
money to no real purpose.
335. To lock up an 85yr old war vet for making a recording is not only inhumane and immoral.
It indicates just how authoritarian the establishment has become. 6 months jail for a man
nearing the end of his life, who fought to save what was a free country, is evil, sick and so
unjust that I think our soft totalitarian liberal/Marxist regime is transforming into the real
thing. Your Authority is given to you by us. At 85 he is in solitary for making a recording,
looters have got less. Disgusting.
443. Police State Britain. We are almost there now.
739. Heading closer to a COMMUNIST run STATE.
886. It is imperative that the tyranny of the modern Britain (and the World) be
overcome for our future generations.
941. 1984 was a manual after all!!!
1121. Police State UK.
1169. This is another example of the vile filthness permeating the UK with this influx of
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foreign trash whether in body or in thought. It is due to that illegal EU collection in Brussels
etc. They are in death throes and hang on by the skin of teeth tottering between financial and
moral crises as does their utterly fascist, nazist, stasist, SNPist and KGB 'politically correct'
mentality of unmitigated evilness. Britain shall be saved from these foul objects.
1189. To anyone reading this you are next if you do not stand up for yourself. Do not
leave it to an 86 year old Man to fight for you.
1203. Nil carborundum, don't let the bastards grind you down.
1227. Do not let the anti-British establishment enslave us, better to resist and die if
necessary.
1264. This is a taste of what can happen when dissidents don't kowtow to tyranny. But we
need a lot more Norman's - to form a resistance, and a Rebel Force that cannot be abated.
1278. This man fought for our freedoms (or so I thought).
1302. Judges are there to serve the people and not to oppress them.
Release Norman Scarth now you LibLabCon fascists!
1332. Silencing dissent will create more dissent, don't you people learn anything form history?
1335. Why are you holding an 86 year old WWII veteran for fighting corruption and furthering
freedom? You should be ASHAMED of yourselves. Let this man go!!! He is clearly not
crazed for he is very eloquently articulate in his speaking and clearly passionate about his fight
of corruption, this is a WORLD issue. We The People are tired of being lied to, pushed
around, & robbed of our God given rights to freedom. God gave us freedom! Who is
government to take it away? FREE NORMAN SCARTH!!!
1337. Norman Scarth's treatment is an absolute crime against humanity and far from an
isolated case of totalitarian corruption by the powerful elite that has an illegal and moral grip
on our once peaceful nation. The only difference is that he is made of sterner stuff than most
and has put up a challenge against the corruption, as many before and after him has failed. You
must release this man, it is your moral duty. I never spoke out, I wasn't a Jew... I'm sure you
know the rest.
1340. Evil prevails when good men do nothing. Free Norman Now and do the right thing. He
fought for all our freedoms. Shame on the Judge and our Government.
Tony Dean BNP Member & Proud to be English, and to respect other cultures , Religions.
2. On the Brokenness of the Justice System
21. I have followed Mr Scarth's campaign for some years now and have personally been the
secondary victim of the systemic cover up of my son's medically grossly negligent death in
1990. The governments, previous and current, the police, the CPS and the judiciary have all
protected the doctors responsible who post death falsified the child's medical records with
impunity. If we truly lived in a democratic country, as purported, neither Mr Scarth, many
others and myself would not be denied justice.
39. A disgrace to our judicial system, a man who has fought for his country should not be
treated in this way, especially in view of his age
62. This action shows the disgraceful disdain of the EU corrupted 'judiciary'.
65. Your time is coming to an end, then we'll have fair and true justice.
68. This is clearly a miscarriage of justice.
69. They say this is a free country, BUT only if the powers that be let us say and do what they
request. So much corruption in this country and so many burying their heads. Norman is only
trying to help clean up the corruption, BUT again it's the innocent that are penalised NOT the
guilty. He's in his 80's NOT a teenager out of control.
77. End the Nazi court system in police state UK. Free Norman Scarth IMMEDIATELY.
Ryan.
82. The law is an ass as said all those years ago by Charles Dickens.
84. This is inhumane, barbaric and vindictive. This brave old vet was promised a land fit for
heroes...and what did he get? Tried, sentenced and thrown into solitary all - in the space of one
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day...god help us! What kind of a mentality could do this to an old man?
85. A disgrace to the Judiciary.
91. Shame on our British 'Justice System'! Let this poor gentleman out now!! And yes, to add
to what has already been said, beware those in charge, you are being watched!!
108. This government and its private [nazi] enforcement officers, the police and the court
system are out of touch, out of control, and knowingly and wilfully destroying our country.
THIS IS TREASON!
145. There is definitely collusion in this case. Norman is in solitary confinement and has been
denied medications and access to a lawyer.
150. A very heavy handed and unacceptable course of action taken by the "authorities". Please
release this 86 year old war hero immediately.
201. The usual moronic judges that can only hit the "soft" targets in our society - whilst
ignoring the demands of the public for harsh sentences on the scum infesting this country.
205. The judiciary in this country need taking down a peg or two. They are abusing their
position of authority. If you think not then I remind you of Super Injunctions.
214. Courts are supposed to be open, filming is a right to prevent the business courts from
stealing from us.
318. An injustice, you the justice system, are quite happy to let those that cause misery on
others by their actions to do community service. Those that steal and make people's lives a
misery. Has this man done such an injustice?? Or has he done something without thinking but
without malice.
389. Bullies in blue strike again! I hope they are ashamed.
400. The legal system is a disgrace!
494. Good old British justice strikes again.
506. This is an outrageous miscarriage of justice. Free this man immediately for he has
committed no real crime.
572. A commercial lien is ready for the preparing. The Gov of the Prison, Home secretary,
Minister Of Prisons, The Whole Cabinet , Home Office, All of the officers of Leeds Prison,
Doctors and nurses, Prison Chaplaincy, for human rights abuses.
715. The imprisonment of Mr Scarth is a disgrace; it brings the fairness of our justice system
into disrepute.
721. The powers that be should be ashamed.
748 + 756 + 757. The law is an ass.
805. In the name of HUMANITY AND JUSTICE FREE THIS DEAR MAN and
while you’re at it THE STATE should return all the kidnapped children by social
services.
877. Please free this old man who has been unfairly and disproportionately sentenced. Reading
about this made me feel disgusted with the 'justice' system in the United Kingdom.
887. The treatment of this man is a shocking miscarriage of justice.
903. This is disgraceful, it is time there was more transparency in courts. Let this man GO!
914. Disgraceful behaviour by the judiciary, using a sledgehammer to crack a nut.
942. FREE THIS POOR MAN AND HAVE A SERIOUS LOOK AT OUR JUSTICE
SYSTEM.
1024. This is an outrage, this is the 21st century, if this court had induction loop systems in
place, this poor man would not have had to record the hearing. The judicial system in the UK
is a joke now!
1042. While looters and criminals destroy London, People like Norman are being locked up
for no good reason and denied legal representation plus a lot more. Does not say much for
The British Legal System which is supposedly the envy of the world.
1098. This man should be released immediately, what a travesty this is, and a sad reflection of
our *justice* system....
1110. THIS IS SURELY ANOTHER ERRONEOUS DECISION BY OUR LAW SYSTEM.
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JUST GLAD IT'S BEEN BROUGHT TO THE PUBLIC NOTICE.
1133. Typical of the heavy handed, bullying & criminal tactics used by the abusers of
power intent on criminalising people for the slightest thing! This is especially
scandalous since court employees, the judiciary & the police regularly breach their
own professional guidelines & get away with it.
1219. What a disgusting cesspit we live in. I am ashamed to be a citizen of it. The judiciary
have long forgotten that they are our servants, not the other way around.
1235. The corruption of the courts are an abomination to this country and its people.
SACKINGS and reform his well overdue. This is the case that 'HAS' broken the camels back
and regardless of the outcome we the people demand justice be restored to this country. Free
Norman NOW! and show a modicum of respect for the law and peoples of this country. The
CLUE is in the title 'The Rt Hon' and 'QC' Clarke READ the coronation OATH and honour
it.
1250. When I read this and saw how warped and out of touch with reality the system was and
how this could be even remotely considered justice or justifiable. Words fail me to believe this
sort of unreasonableness is going on here in the UK in the 21st century
1262. What a ruthless and uncaring society we live in. What gutless and corrupt people
we have in positions of authority. What a shambles we have for a justice system. And
what better example of all of this than the incarceration of Mr Scarth who is an old man
who served to defend this country and protect the security of the allies during WW2.
Injustices such as this cannot be swept under the carpet. Please release this man
immediately!
1267. The legal profession in this country has become a joke. A poor one at that!
1347. This is an appalling way to treat this man. Shame on a legal system that allows this to
happen.
1356. We are hearing about this travesty of justice here in Australia, judges need to be
accountable to the community they serve.. It's obvious this one in particular is out of control
and needs removing from his position.. disgusting, can see why the riots happened...if this sort
of rubbish is passing for justice in England.. Time to rise up people..let em know who they
work for..
2.1. In the Context of the Riots
3. Disgusting treatment of this old man. Even the rioters will get less time in prison. Sentence
out of proportion to the so called Crime.
33. When they are struggling to bang up thieving scum after their looting and burning spree,
it's barmy keeping this man in prison. Let him go.
47. This seems outrageous as the crime committed seems so small and petty and this man
seems to be of good character previously, in comparison to the crimes committed this week of
unlawful rioting, thuggery, theft and arson and there will be many that are not punished at all.
61. So we have arsonists and attempted murderers rioting and looting with a few weeks in jail and this wonderful war vet who LOVES his country is being targeted by the legal system and
double triple punished for a minor misdemeanour. The law IS an ass!
78. This man is a World War II Veteran. He has done nothing but fight for the freedom for
his Country and for those we elect to actually govern it according to its own Common Law
Constitution. Others, very recently, as we have seen on the TV looted and set fire to many old
and cherished buildings and thriving Businesses, and they have had very short sentences. For
goodness sake, let this man go FREE.
112. This is outrageous. I have to wonder if the perpetrators of the recent riots will receive
such penalties. I fear not. Something is very wrong here and action is required.
165. Riots in the streets and jail for an old man? Maybe Obama will let the Brits put him in
Cuba, as dangerous & threatening as he is.
202. Why are they harassing this fine gent when there is such vermin about in the riots?
361. He didn't loot, so why the sentence?
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370. How can a looter get 10 weeks and this man get 6 months? A disabled man and former
service has been made an example of by over grown schools bullies...
394. Disgraceful treatment of a WW2 hero of 85yrs, when those in authority behave in a
fascistic manner, but who use kid gloves on certain rioters & looters.
415. I think this is disgusting. The man fought tooth and nail for our country and gets banged
up for been deaf. Our so called future soldiers are out rioting and looting our businesses right
now. Someone needs to get their act together.
424. Change him for a Rioter!!
441. No way should a 85 year old be imprisoned, while rioters get bail.
458. Typical of this fetid government, riot and get let off with a slap on the wrist, turn on a
recorder and get six months of harsh imprisonment, and no human rights for him either,
would that be because he's white?
460. This is unbelievable. Is there any wonder we have rioting on the streets when the legal
system is so distorted.
462. The feral moronic cretins who rioted and looted are getting sentences of 10 and 18
weeks!! This country is a JOKE!!!
493. Free our Heroes and put the scum rioters in his place as they need it more the filthy scum
that they are.
533. Release this man now, he is being treated worse than the rioters and looters are.
546. Is the law so messed up you send a pensioner to prison for turning up his hearing aid in
court even after he said sorry? We have had people who have committed crimes of looting in
the London riots and they have had less sentencing. No matter how hard I think about this I
still can't see what he did wrong. Sort it out and free the man.
552. I think this is absolutely disgusting, get this poor man out for doing nothing wrong and
fill his space in prison with one of the scum that participated in the London riots!!! This man
has protected our country and this is the thanks you give him, total injustice!!
565. 85 year old war hero, who inadvertently broke a rule (and then apologised) treated much
more harshly than any of the recent vicious looting thugs, what total madness. I wish I could
do more than just sign a petition.
575. What a disgrace to send this man to Prison when rioters get a lesser sentence for REAL
crimes!
604. How can this man get the same sentence as a looting rioting unemployed waster after
what he has given in sacrifice for US and OUR country. Justice? I don't think so.
612. The jailing of this man is a disgrace to British justice. Hope the rioters get an equally harsh
sentence.
613. This is an abject disgrace, and plainly demonstrates how politically inclined the judiciary
are. Some of those who rioted and looted last week got less severe sentences. Our criminal
justice system is a joke!
623. How ridiculous!!! We let rioters and looters off, yet subject a man of integrity to this - this
is not what he and many others fought and died for!!!
629. There are violent people roaming the streets of Britain, and all this establishment does is
jail elderly war veterans. I find this shocking. There needs to be a massive shake up of the
British Justice system and fast.
648. This is a disgrace. In light of the light or non-punishment of the thugs terrorizing
England, how can you jail an elderly war veteran for trying to deal with his hearing loss?
651. Appalled yet again at the lack of sense of balance displayed in this case. No wonder UK
has riots.
652. I think this is absolutely disgusting, get this poor man out for doing nothing wrong and
fill his space in prison with one of the scum that participated in the London riots!!! This man
has protected our country and this is the thanks you give him, total injustice!!
709. Should this poor bugger be locked up when you are letting rioters walk free after burning
someone‟s living/home to the ground?? I hope you can sleep tonight after reading this.
741. What a disgrace in light of the recent riots this chap should be released forthwith.
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743. This is disgusting. Considering what England has just suffered, with looters having the
same punishment or less!! What have they ever done for this country?! Let this hero out!!!
745. Absolutely disgusting. Rioters and looters are getting a few months or a slap on the wrist.
749. This war veteran that fought for his country will probably be in prison longer than those
rioters. The justice system is a joke.
853. Seems like you could use the bed space for your street thugs.
888. This brave man should immediately be set free. Make space available for the looters who
should be imprisoned instead.
991. Disgraceful conduct from a judiciary and government that clearly deserves the events of
last week!!
1129. This is absolutely disgraceful, I know Norman. He helped support me when I
needed it recently. The Judge needs stringing up from the nearest lamp post. It seems
you can riot and murder and get a slap on the wrist but if you stand up against the
dictatorship, you get the full weight of the law. Norman must be released immediately.
1193. Much has been said by MP's, Judges and Police about the riots that we have recently
been through. Harsh sentences being dished out for sedition by Judges, having being told by
the Magistrates Advisers and yet a poor chap who has thought for the protection of this once
great nation is thrown into prison for making a recording !!!!! Cameron you and your
henchman need to be brought to book for this moral outrage, but being your book it won't do
much use, will it?
1240. Rioters have been excused prison and yet Norman Scarth a hero, a man of
courage in everyone's estimation, is being incarcerated for six months for allegedly
trying to tape a something which is in the Public Domain anyway!
2.2. On the Schizophrenia of Justice in this Case
16. I thought we were supposed to be short of prison cells for dangerous criminals.
36. What a shameful way to treat a Senior Citizen, and who will now reveal the culprit
who stitched him up?
40. What a disgrace. As always the law abiding and worthy people are punished whilst the
villains go free.
48. What a bloody disgrace to put somebody of 85 in prison. No doubt he has got none of the
perks that the old souls in Belmarsh have. Who says crime doesn't pay!
50. In view of the ever-rising irrefutably shown corrupt courts Norman has been jailed for
making sure justice was carried out? It not only makes a disgusting malicious mockery of the
law, but also everything Parliament states it stands for.
55. The judiciary in England must be insane to lock up an 85 year old war veteran who is one
of our countries greatest patriots. The queen should demand his immediate release.
111. Arrest the bankers and politicians.
128. The law is a joke. My Mother had a saying the law is as crocked as it is straight
and by God she was right.
131. The way this guy has been treated is disgusting when there are real criminals allowed to
walk the streets!
169. This is outrageous especially there being a shortage of prison places for real criminals.
262. It was a sad day when the judge saw contempt when justice was sought.
281. Wonderful how real criminals get a slap on the wrist, but this poor man is treated so
badly. He is NOT a criminal. I am disgusted at this fascist behaviour.
294. The justice system in this country is a JOKE. Those involved in this decision should hang
their heads in shame but believe me, the laws of karma will seek them out.
320. In a country where the general public are asked to accept the wide-spread presence of
CCTV coverage as they go about their day, it seems to me reasonable for the public to feel it is
also their right to assume the same practice in a public court room in a public hearing.
353. It‟s shameful that someone who fought for his country is jailed yet those who jailed him
go un convicted because with the help of the LORD CHANCELLOR‟S OFFICE they are
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ABOVE law. Just join the Freemasons for a free ticket to abuse normal people. Judge Vosper
I believe is given the same freedom.
646. Are you not disgusted at our corrupt judicial system yet? Is this how Britain shows its
thanks to our war heroes? The British government and their minions in the Judiciary should
bow their heads in shame for this. Release Norman immediately!
647. This is an example of the freedom he fought for.
650. Disgusting! This man fought for our freedom and now you take his??
653. As Mr Bumble would have said 'The law is an Ass', and the so called support worker
should hang their head in shame and offer to take Norman's place.
773. Free this veteran - how disgraceful.
774. It‟s outrageous when scum who have done nothing for this country walk free.
808. If all of the above is true, why jail him? He is no threat to anyone and considering his age
and war service, deserves some respect and compassion. We read daily of really vile offenders
being bailed, so why pick on this gentle old man?
834. Please release Norman Scarth from Prison, considering all the people who have done so
much in the last few weeks, Norman cannot be even classed with these offenders. I ask that
his release is considered quickly so he can return home.
924. Once again the law is proving itself an ass.
1013. The gentleman in question risked his life so that an idiot judge could throw him in jail?
Something is wrong somewhere.
1068. What's that old saying??? "The law is an ass". Sure fits here.
1103+1104. An old man in poor health is detained and denied his ESSENTIAL
medication, whilst rapists and murderers go free!!
1214. The law is an ass.
1257. This is a ridiculously harsh sentence .
1297. Government idiot prattle on about human rights when you feel like it. You have given
muggers, burglars and paedos less time inside. Shame on you!
2.3 The Punishment doesn’t fit the Crime (nor the Person)
20. This is a vindictive sentence not proportionate to the alleged crime.
38. This is totally disproportionate. A reprimand or reminder of procedure would be quite
sufficient. This is an abuse of the judicial system.
44. This punishment does not fit the "crime". The court is a man-made thing and cannot
therefore experience contempt. Release this man immediately. Given the lenient sentencing of
late this is a crime against humanity.
57. The man broke the law - the law is not supposed to then break the man.
74. This man is 85! There are CCTV cameras all over in every magistrates and crown court and
this world war veteran gets an unjust six months for recording his own hearing! Evil!
107. Evidently, justice has broken down completely in this shocking case. Please do kindly
release this gentleman at once.
176. This is absolutely disgusting, people get far less for far worse.
231. I find this utterly outrageous, how is this right? Such a huge over-reaction to a less than
minor infringement on our beloved legal system. Aren't the prisons full to capacity already?
What a waste of time and tax payers‟ money.
371. It's incredible that the system clutters up our overcrowded prisons with 85 year-olds who
have only committed a minor offence.
388. Disgraceful to allow this to happen 2 a veteran, yet the courts just slap the wrist of a
protester who burns a poppy; this is political correctness gone mad.
412. What crime could be bad enough to warrant this treatment of a veteran of ww2?
435. This is a national disgrace and this guy should be released forthwith ...no wonder we as a
nation are being laughed at ...you lock up veterans and let muggers go free...this is justice ...I
don‟t think so.
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444. This over reaction by some nameless, shameless penny pinching penpusher is typical of
the risible 'legal' system that penalises ANYONE who is capable of independent
thought...arseholes like that should be exterminated forthwith...there are too many public purse
parasites living high on the hog at tax-payers‟ expense.
461. The sentence passed down to Norman Scarth is beyond harsh. Many people are
handed much lesser sentences (often without imprisonment) for much greater crimes
than that committed by Norman. A man of his age should not be handed a custodial
sentence for the level of 'crime' committed. A man of his service distinction should be
treated better by the country he fought to keep free. Those in authority need to review
this as an URGENT priority.
528. Release this man! There are child molesters that don‟t get prison sentences yet you lock
this man up!
645. This is an abuse of the court‟s powers by small minded petty vindictive workers. It needs
to be redressed immediately and the prisoner released with an apology and compensation, for
being treated like a hardened criminal, for not getting proper care and for the stress and mental
anguish this no doubt has caused him and his family. He fought for his country, what did the
court staff do = nothing I bet!
729. I note a drug dealing twice deported illegal immigrant had a reduced sentence to avoid a
third deportation on HR grounds...yet here we are locking up decent people for NOTHING.
Stop this outrage.
750. It‟s a disgrace to treat a veteran in such a way. We constantly see criminals convicted of
violent and anti-social crimes receive far lesser sentences too often. This is unjust.
776. Ridiculous sentence.
846. This is a disgraceful way to treat a man who has fought for this country!
848. This is a disgusting case of us and them. What do you do to haters of our way of
life and heritage who burn poppies dishonouring our war dead? Give them a card with
a big bow on it and a measly £50 fine!!! What do you do to a war veteran who is
partially deaf and disabled when he forgets to follow protocol? Destroy the rest of his
life. Shame on you. If he had been Muslim he would have been given a pardon!!!
865. If there was such a problem with him recording the case and if he really needed to
be punished it should only have been to the end of the day. I am ashamed to be
English.
866. Crime he apparently committed, then i the signed above believe and request he is
released. The gentleman served this country and this petty crime has been served with a harsh
reaction. Thank you.
867. The punishment in this case seems to me, far too excessive to the supposed crime. Please
release him.
871. U let the Lockerbie bomber go and do this. Get a grip of perspective.
875. If you want to dish out justice, give it to those who deserve it, not an old man.
907. Release this veteran now! Jeffrey Archer received better treatment than this and then
became a lord, with a criminal record for lying.
909. THIS IS DISGUSTING WHEN A POPPY BURNER GETS A £50 FINE AND
NOTHING FOR ALL THEIR HATE CRIMES.
962. This seems to be a wholly disproportionate sentence for the actions committed, and
makes every member of the Judiciary look somewhat ridiculous.
967. Give this man his freedom immediately, and an apology for the crass stupidity and
brutality of the "justice" system which deprived him of his liberty.
968. This is a gross injustice, please release Norman Scarth immediately. Thank you.
997. This judgement is absolutely scandalous and inhumane.

1047. I oppose the fact that an 85 year old man can be locked up for something so petty, when
we have all sorts of criminals walking around free, this is disgusting, he needs to be freed now.
1063. This cannot be right. A totally disproportionate sentence against a very principled and
aged man!
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1117. There can be no justification in holding this aged person in prison. He should be
released immediately, as I do not believe he has committed a crime- there are plenty of
individuals who SHOULD be in prison after the recent riots. Whatever bureaucratic
little rule he is supposed to have broken, it matters not in the great scheme of things.
There is far too much disrespect for the elderly in this country. Free Norman NOW!
1151. Unworthy penalty for what appears a storm in a teacup. How can such power be allowed
to a local judge to imprison free-born Englishmen without the application of commonsense by
ensuring that the punishment is appropriate to the offence. This is a sick society made sicker
by so-called lawful actions.
1163. The sentence is quite disproportionate and his treatment verging on cruel.
1186. Disgusting. This man should not have been put in prison.
1201. Sentence for Abusing Judge or officer of court - R v McDaniel (1990) 12 Cr.App.R.(S.)
44 - appellant, who attended the trial of his brother, had been warned during the proceedings.
When his brother was sentenced, a friend caused a disturbance and the appellant then
addressed abuse to the judge, calling him "a dog." He left the court but surrendered the next
sitting day and apologised. Sentence reduced to 10 days, allowing immediate release - Giving
Norman 6 months is completely unreasonable.
1333. This seems totally out of all proportion to the crime. Send Norman home with his
medications, you are making the justice system appear totally ridiculous.
3. Judging the Judge
1. One can only ask oneself: what makes judges so repressive, oppressive and suppressive that
they end up as inhuman as Judge Jonathan Rose and many others?
6. Hopefully those people subjecting Norman to inhuman treatment will one day be held
accountable!
64. The judge who imposed this draconian sentence should have his head read.
67. This man should be released immediately with a full & proper explanation of why he was
denied a 'fair trial' of which everyone who falls under the law of a democratic society is
allowed. Shame on the judge who passed this sentence, these kinds of cases only serve to breed
contempt for the judicial services in this country.
230. Quite a harsh sentence in the scheme of things. In my opinion 7 to 14 days maximum,
maybe even suspended! Though 6 months equals a complete lack of judicial contemporary
Humanism. Six months, equals harshness beyond even the slightest hint of compassion for an
elderly person who by now is highly likely to be suffering what an 85 year old has to
endeavour. The brain deteriorates, and one loses ones senses. What a harsh and cruel Human
Being, called a Judge.
278. This is truly a despicable abuse of power to shut a man up who, unlike the majority,
knows that the system is corrupt and always has been.
338. The Judge? What Judge. He's a Clown.
367. All that should have happened was that he was removed from court the man‟s 85 for
Christ‟s sake.
385. British Justice? Not if you are White British. Another so called Judge who needs further
education.
429. How can you imprison a ww2 vet at his age and lock him up with such vile offenders, I
think this is a disgrace to the country all 4 a recording which normally he was allowed to do
free this man instantly he doesn‟t have many years left let him live the remainder of his life on
the out!!!!!!!!!!!
507. Let the man go, he's not deserved this! The man who sentenced him put in charge of
sentencing rioters etc.
511. This is an absolute disgrace, that judge should hang his head in shame, this poor man
served his country to be treated like this when we have foreigners doing what the hell they
want, put that pathetic judge behind bars.
514. Is there a reason why you are violating Judicial Canon #2A? CANON 2. A JUDGE
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SHALL AVOID IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY IN
ALL OF THE JUDGE'S ACTIVITIES. A judge shall respect and comply with the law and
shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and
impartiality of the judiciary. ------ Are you not aware of the injury you are causing to the
judicial profession?
518. Crazy sentence for one of our HEROES. Shame the Judge never served or cares why he
is allowed to sit in the position he is in. Disgraceful.
527. I noticed this case online. This is a disgrace for British justice. Has Britain really sunk this
far to imprison an old patriot. With a six month sentence this 85 year old man may die in
prison. This judge should be shamed.
596. 'Judge' Jonathan Rose is operating a Kangaroo Court and has violated Norman Scarth's
guaranteed Fundamental Rights under Common law and EU Community law and unlawfully sent
him to jail for six months: - How can anyone be in contempt of court for recording in a HM
Kangaroo Court? When Jonathan Rose was a barrister he conspired and perverted the course of
justice in Ronald Castree's case, which you can see here: http://www.yorkshireripper.com/molseed.htm Norman is a hero, free him!

611. It‟s a disgraceful way to treat a veteran of an age as his, shame on you judge and all
concerned.
693. Contempt for the contemptable.
694. It is disgusting and the judge should be ashamed.
699. I think it‟s absolutely appalling that a judge can sentence a WWII veteran that fought for
country and sentence him for 6 months prison. Burglars don‟t even get that. And Norman
certainly shouldn‟t have. I totally agree he should get the queen‟s pardon. GET HIM OUT OF
THERE DO YOU HAVE NO SHAME.
705. You should be ashamed!
732. Disgusting treatment. When are these Judges going to come into the real world?
735. DISGRACEFUL judgement.
844. The judge should be ashamed. Yet another abuse. Judges and police behaving in
a manner deemed totally un-acceptable to any civil human being.
1014. Has the learned judge no sense of proportion, was he made fully aware of this gallant
man`s problems?
1026. Judge. Give your head a shake. When you are old and deaf, then you will understand.
1097. Who are the real criminals in this case? It is the judge that needs to see a head
doctor, as there appears to be nothing between his ears. This vet gave, and the state
takes away his human rights...what a so called democracy!
1160. Free this dear brave old man! The corrupt judges could not lace this old man‟s boots.
They are quislings, traitors. Free Norman Scarth who was trying to show how the corrupt
judiciary works. They watch us all the time on CCTV and say if you have nothing to hide, you
have nothing to fear. So why are they in fear of us watching them? Free Norman now!
1155. It is outrageous to imprison an old man in this fashion for such a trivial offence. It is
downright spiteful. Moreover, time was when war veterans were given credit for what they had
done for this country in World War II and were treated more leniently by the courts. I can
remember such a time but that was in the days when most judges had themselves served in the
armed forces. Has the judge ever served in the armed forces? No, I thought not.
1216. Absolutely disgraceful treatment. The judge does not seem to understand what it is to be
honourable.
1279. A typically cynical jailing designed to intimidate those who know the depth of criminality
within the law fraternity. A curse on them all.
3.1 Sentencing the Judge
5. What a disgrace. The Judges should be in jail.
19. The Judge who sent Norman Scarth to prison should be sent to prison and dismissed from
his job.
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54. This is a disgrace. The prosecutor and judge should be handcuffed and compelled to serve
his unjust sentence.
75. This is a disgrace and the people responsible for this outrage should be behind bars
themselves.
134. It is a disgrace that a veteran of this age is treated in this manner. May the judge be treated
the same way himself.
101. The judge that sentenced this very brave man for trying to speak out the truth, has not
only acted in a criminal act himself, but will almost certainly be part of the totally corrupt and
evil Illuminati. The time will come - REST ASSURED - that this evil judge will be answerable
to a much higher force than his pathetic egotistical little mind could possibly comprehend.
106. The people behind this victimization should be jailed. Norman and his kind provided
them with the freedom they now abuse. Divide and Conquer. But the Elite err and they have
given us a reason to unite and his name is Norman. Let‟s get him home safe.
158. The Judge should resign (or be sacked) too!
233. This affair is a disgrace. The Judge should be sacked at once.
261. In this instance the person who awarded the sentence should be the one to be
incarcerated.
291. I cannot believe this has happened to this man, this is totally wrong. The judge should be
made to serve his sentence for having the audacity to imprison him at all.
410. I think the judge himself should be in prison, absolutely disgusting.
640. Absolutely scandalous, he apologised to the court and should be released immediately and
the Judge & Care Worker Locked UP!!
644. The judge should be sectioned!
695. Utter disgrace the person who sent this man to jail should be put there instead of him.
753. This is a grave injustice which needs to be righted immediately: the judge should be
reprimanded.
842. Judge needs dis-barred.
890. Judge Jonathan Rose who imprisoned Norman Scarth is himself a dangerous criminal and
responsible for knowingly covering up for murderers when he worked as a barrister. Rose is the
person who should be behind bars. See www.yorkshireripper.com for the hard evidence. He
helped keep Stefan Kiszko in jail knowing him to be innocent and then he assisted in the stitch up
of another innocent man Ronald Castree who was jailed for that same crime. How could he ever
be made a judge?

898. Disgusting treatment. Free him immediately and sack the judge who put him there!
984. This is shocking. This judge should be sacked.
1052. A fucking disgrace. It‟s the judge who should be in gaol!
1125. What is this, Murder by judicial decree? Outrageous, and inexcusable, the Judge should
resign, or preferably be dismissed.
1255. Make this Judge accountable! Remind him of his oath of office! Put HIM on Trial for
ignoring Norman's right to DUE PROCESS OF LAW - where was Norman's TRIAL then?
WHO found him 'guilty' ? The faceless entity known as the Crown? KARMA and DHARMA
are on their way to all inhumane and mindless acts of those abusing their powers in Public
Office! We need an urgent overhaul to root out the vermin in our so-called 'Justice' System.
1290. This is such a disgraceful case & results in British Justice being an ass. The judge Rose &
the court officials should be publicly flogged & hung from the Angel Of The North.
1318. My father was on these convoys. His recall of the conditions was horrendous.
Norman deserves praise. Let's start a petition to have this idiot of a judge dismissed.
3.2 What’s Wrong with Recording in Court?
17. Totally evil to mis-treat this veteran so grossly. Should have merited only a small fine.
Video & TV of courts is freely allowed in the USA & should be here. Far too much secrecy in
government. We need a 'Sunshine Law' like they have in Florida, USA. Best wishes to you
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Norman. Gordon Leonard
30. IF PARLIAMENT IS ALLOWED TO BE FILMED WHY NOT OUR COURTS
WHAT DO THEY HAVE TO HIDE?
43. In a similar case of taping recently in the public galleries in Germany, the authorities held
that the recording had been of a public hearing and was, therefore, not an offense.
93. This is shocking! What crime has been committed? Would the recordings not have been a
truthful account of the proceedings, why are the courts not open and honest in the first place?
236. Time to end the CORRUPTION that happens in our Courts on a daily basis. RECORD
ALL HEARINGS & allow public to do the same. I believe this is a right as is attendance at
Court.
356. Experience regards the matter of recordings only points to one thing. A need to
conceal the truth. It is obvious this is less about the action and more about the
individual. If we punish him, we set an example!! It is pathetic!!
551. What do the courts fear so much on the recording anyway? Surely they have nothing to
hide. It‟s a pathetic law at times. Release this decent man!
614. Oh for a transcript of his crime, no doubt the recording was worth a listen, did the judge
need to adjust the transcription??
615. This is absolutely disgusting what they have done to Norman Scarth, the judge who put
him there should be in there himself and lose his job.
635. The judge that did this should be retired dishonourably immediately, and without his
bloody pension.
891. Would like more details or transcript of hearings.
1071. Wicked and evil to give such a wonderful man such a harsh sentence. Should have been
no more than a small fine at most. In America recording of court proceedings is not illegal,
major trials are even televised. There is far TOO MUCH SECRECY in our government (and
corruption).
1233. Courts are courts of public record. If someone wishes to record it for any reason it
should not be a problem, unless we are being lied to and another agenda is at work. This man
should not be in prison for recording court proceedings especially if he is recording his own
hearing to which he is entitled a record anyway. This exposes the system for what it is.
4. On the Violation of Human Rights
331. Norman Scarth and I have been in court together many times helping others and
conclude, „The law is only as good as the integrity of those entrusted to administer it‟.
Too many perpetrators of the law are public servants within our judicial system, driven by
avarice and protected by outdated HM Royal Charters that invariably conflict with our basic
human rights for a fair trial. If the prisoner, Norman, is a LITIGANT IN PERSON then „HM
Blackmail‟ is sure to be occasioned! Maurice Kirk
332. This is a disgrace and proof of the contempt held by the courts/ police/ government
bodies/ Queen of England etc towards the citizens of this country... How can the powers that
be expect loyalty and well behaved 'subjects' in return for punitive, aggressive and disrespectful
attitudes especially when so brutally handed out on our elderly citizens!! Shame On You!! I will
be protesting on behalf of Norman Scarth and his basic human rights as sure as they are my
own human rights because IN FACT THEY ARE!
339. So what ever happened to free speech? Is the next procedure going to be public hanging
or public flogging? How long will it be before we start seeing STOCKS set up in the streets for
us all to take the law into our own hands?
376. This is a crime in itself.
401. What happened to his human rights?????
473. This is disgusting, whilst thugs, rapists and rioters are free on bail, this old man who has
fought for his country (not against it...!) is in prison with his rights being ignored. What about
his basic human rights..?? You disgust me and are barbaric.
707. This man has given all to his country and his human rights are ignored. But then again, he
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is English!
818. I re-read this article twice to make sure I understood. I am DISGUSTED with how this
man has been treated. If it were not for him and his comrades we may not have the world we
have now and they have the cheek to treat him like this!!!! There are murderers and rapists
walking free and this guy gets put in jail for this? MADNESS!!! Where is the sense? Why is our
judicial system not more concerned with catching real criminals.
827. This is a total disgrace to happen to anyone let alone an elderly gentleman who lay
his life on the line for Queen and Country....You allow scum to walk the streets, people
who abuse our system, our country and the people in it yet you imprison an old soldier
for what??? Get a back bone and sentence the real criminals for once......
859. I don't even understand why he is in jail, it's a disturbing case of judiciary power
abuse. He should present his case to the European court for Human Right and sue the
English judiciary system.
996. On the face of it this seems an outrageous breach of human rights and should be
challenged by all right thinking citizens.
1057. Venal denial of medication to ANY person is the epitome of basest cruelty.
1090. SURELY BEING DENIED ESSENTIAL MEDICATION IN ANY PRISON IS A
GROSS ABUSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS, AND THIS ALONE WORTH BRINGING TO
THE ATTENTION OF THE STRASBOURG COURT AS "CRUEL AND DEGRADING"
PUNISHMENT ACCORDING TO E.U HUMAN RIGHTS CONVENTION. IS THE
JUDGE GUILTY OF ABUSING HIS POWERS OVER THIS IN PARTICULAR?
1157. This man of good age is having his human rights infringed. If this man was of foreign
descent he would not have been placed in prison in the first place. He should be freed
immediately and those responsible should be sacked from their job, utterly disgraceful!!
1182. It's time for the government to fear the people as it should.
1244. Common Law rules!
1299. Partly on account of this case, an e-mail was sent to the official website of the British
Monarchy yesterday (i.e. August 19th 2011). A copy of the email in question can be viewed at
the following www address:
http://www.humanrightsireland.com/BritishMonarchy/19August2011/Email.htm
4.1. Justice? What Justice!?
943. He should not have been sent to prison.
951. This is an elderly gentleman. He may have been in contempt of court through his actions,
but may not have been aware at the time. Having received permission on a previous occassion
to use an audio recording device for a valid reason, it is not unreasonable of him to presume it
was acceptable. I am a supporter of the British justice system, but can see no good in this
sentence. As a tax payer - please stop wasting my money and do something about the true
hooligans still on our streets.
1017. The law gone mad.
1035. As a widow of a barrister I am horrified at the level of justice metered out and the fact
that no lawyer has the guts to speak up. Norman, your tenacity is ADMIRAbLe.
1040. Where is the justice in what has happened. There is none. What law school did these
judges attend? They should be monitored as in every other profession
1323. This matter is an outrageous travesty of justice and whoever is responsible should hang
their heads in shame.
1341. It goes without saying that this is not justice or even lawful. Please also consider
the debarring of this judge who clearly is not a person who should grace the name of a
judge.
It is not appropriate for a judge to allow his emotions to rule his judgement. The word
judgment implies sound mind devoid of personal bias.
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4.2. On Political Prisoners
2. Norman Scarth is a political prisoner, nothing more, nothing less. The treatment of an 86 years
old man is an abomination. Free him now. http://normanscarth.blogspot.com/
http://victims-unite.net/2011/08/11/background-facts-about-norman-scarths-imprisonment-fordemo-this-saturday-outside-leeds-prison/
http://www.sovereignindependent.com/?p=24552

God help us all if this is how we treat our hero's from World War 2. I am ashamed of our
judiciary and our incompetent politicians and media.
59. I feel this elderly gentleman is being made an example of. It is not about recording in court,
it's about keeping the ants in line.
66. "It is dangerous to be right in matters on which the established authorities are wrong."
(Francois Marie Arouet Voltaire, 1694-1778)
151. This man is no threat to any good people anywhere but is apparently a huge threat to
tyrants everywhere. We will ALL remember who did this to him. Hopefully we will live to see
THEM incarcerated.
223. The reality is that Norman is in prison for telling the truth about our corrupt legal system
and the powers that be want to silence him. Along with a great many others that I know of, I
too have been a victim of corrupt lawyers and judges. (Google 'colin peters tripod' for the
facts) Victims are now uniting and bringing the truth before the public and Norman‟s
continued incarceration might be more damaging to the reputation of the judiciary than if they
had left him alone. Stay strong Norman.
225. This is appalling! I guess he must have touched a nerve.
325. Norman appears to be a political prisoner, why else lock up an old age pensioner for
speaking his mind?
660. This political prisoner deserves our utmost respect and gratitude for selflessly fighting for
our country today. We should demand his immediate release - and put on trial those who
collaborate in the corrupt regime which is destroying what Norman and his fellow servicemen
and women (our parents, grandparents and great-grandparents) fought for: peace and freedom
in our land.
4.3 Prison Conditions
918. It is a disgrace that Norman has been put in prison at all, more so without his
medication, no pain relief and in solitary confinement. I thought this was England, the
Land of Hope and Glory, what a disgusting establishment we have in place now. God
help us all. This man fought for us in WWII, shame on all of you responsible for this.
920. An 86 year old man in solitary confinement, how sick is this country. Free him.
945. Mr Scarth is only trying to tell the truth and he is in prison for his troubles... anyone who
tries to tell the truth these days is smeared, locked up or bumped off....... Good for Mr Scarth
for having the courage to stand up for what is right and just... he has my whole hearted
support and should be freed immediately... and... GIVEN HIS MEDICATION
994. Assuming that the reported facts are correct, it seems strange that no one is responding.
1239. Denial of medication is disgraceful. An 86yr old war veteran treated with utter contempt
in the "land fit for heroes". What a grotesque misuse of power! How do they sleep at night?
1283. If this man is not allowed his medication he could die
What happened to HIS human rights
1321. The conditions in the gaol are inhumane. Incarceration for anyone there is inhumane.
5. Appreciations of Norman Scarth
29. This man fought for our rights.
72. Bless Norman.
117. You can‟t do this to a man who fought for our future.
147. What in the name of God in Heaven has come over you? That man helped save your
hides long ago. SET HIM FREE and beg his forgiveness.
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193. A RIDICULOUS SENTENCE FOR A MAN OF THIS CALIBRE.
222. This man has earned respect and is entitled to justice. It is the least we can do for one
who risked his life for his country.
240. Disgusting. Free the old man. The man‟s a war hero!
253. Norman Scarth is a kind and gentle, true gentleman who has an up to date understanding
of the multiple threats against our country at this present and for the future. When are these
psychopath bullies going to give up abusing him in order to cover up the truth? Let him go. . .
NOW!!
257. Free this man now with full pardon! He fought to defend this country and why? Because
he was proud to.
290. Norman Scarth is a smart, selfless, straight-talking, gentle soul. He is one of the
bravest men of our time - unafraid to challenge the enemy head on. He does not
believe in 'playing safe'. He gave up his freedom so that we could have ours. He
dedicates all his time, in his own unique way, to exposing corruption in the courts and
the evil NWO agenda.
He is a true hero. The ruling elite are fools if they believed they could lock up and shut up
Norman. No chance! http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/id8.html

377. I have met Norman twice and he is an amazing guy with a wonderful drive for justice and
a great sense of humour. It's despicable the way he is being treated but he will not be silenced
and nor will any of us!
480. Please release this Veteran who has shown by his service to be of good and upstanding
character. To imprison him for this trivial offence is a disgrace on us all. The whole handling
of his trial, sentence and imprisonment is neither fair nor just... I request his immediate pardon
and release on humanitarian grounds, if no other!
550. Sickening sentence for something so petty and pathetic. He's a bloody veteran, he should
not be treated like this.
759. Free this war veteran. He fought for this country to protect its freedom & laws.
812. This would not happen in Thailand. We show respect to our elderly soldiers.
813. He has fought for this country only to be imprisoned?
895. Im in total disbelief! I don’t need to go into too much detail, because of the
outlandish appearance of state thuggishness. You (the state) have ruined a man’s life,
not only a simple man, but a jewel, a jewel of the same crown which has shamed him.
What was his crime? It wasn’t a crime!
902. This is appalling what has happened to this very proud man!!
910. Norman Scarth is not a violent person nor has he committed any criminal act, he is a
WW2 veteran who needs respect and commendation for fighting the Nazis abroad and here in
the UK.
946. Poor man, what has this world come to?
1012. Good luck Norman. You've been a hero once, so you have it in you to do the
same again.
1101. Please release Norman Scarth. It is wrong that such a man be imprisoned in this way.
1140. My heart goes out to Norman, another victim of the corrupt judiciary system. He must
be freed immediately!!
1158. Norman Scarth's life-story is that of a champion of democracy. It speaks for itself
that criminals in gov't want to silence him. What a man! England will someday revere
him.
1196. Mr. Norman Scarth is a good man, with a sharp tongue...We should not be afraid of it.
We should be afraid of guns.
5.1 Appreciations of what Norman Scarth is Known to Stand For
73. Injustice for one is injustice for all. He should be released immediately.
86. Dear Sir/Madam, I demand the immediate release of Norman Scarth. This whole scenario
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is a complete joke, and an absolute disgrace. A wonderful shining example of victimless crime.
Publicity & support for Norman is growing daily, and we will expect his immediate release.
Regards.
95. Absolutely unlawful and scandalous intent to imprison the truth speakers.
96. Free WWII veteran Norman Scarth immediately- he is a hero for justice and has kept going
for so long 15 years and we the people will not put up with this corruption any longer! We are
told that if we have nothing to hide we won't mind being filmed, we won't mind giving our
details to the police when they without any jurisdiction stop us and search us so we the people
say if you have nothing to hide why cannot he (and others) who has fought for what he
thought was freedom film whenever he likes.
100. This is not justice. He has fought for King & Country, and whatever he says is not against
our country. Let‟s have some Common Sense Mr. Judge. This man should be given respect,
not a jail sentence.
188. Please show your support for a man that has fought for our rights, I am.
195. God bless you Norman! You've a huge heart. Thank you for expressing yourself
authentically &freely: a rare thing these days. These criminals cannot bear to hear Truth being
spoken &want everyone gagged & under their wicked control. The denial of civil liberties and
freedom of expression is disgusting. Thank you for being true to your feelings. Remember
“THE REASONABLE MAN CONFORMS TO THE WORLD. THE UNREASONABLE
MAN CONFORMS THE WORLD TO HIM: THEREFORE, ALL PROGRESS
DEPENDS ON THE UNREASONABLE MAN!!”
207. This good brave old man who fought in the second world war against fascism and in his
own country is a victim of a fascism by the corrupt fascist court system which this brave man
was trying to expose. Let this man go and jail the corrupt fascist corporation judges. Free
Norman Scarth now!
287. Free this war veteran or the Judiciary in England & Wales will face the full force of
common law.
296. Since when have we been into locking up decorated elderly men just because they are
right in their beliefs about a system which has turned corrupt to the utter core? It‟s time he was
freed and time we cut the cancer out of our nation that did this to him.
326. Norman simply fights injustice wherever he sees it, the only thing dangerous about him is:
he inspires others. In a time of universal deceit he also speaks the truth. Hence they have to
lock him away. Free NORMAN SCARTH immediately.
420. PLEASE RE-LOOK AT THIS CASE ...... YOU THE JUDGE AND JURY
WOULD LIKE AS NOT BE HERE IN A FREE COUNTRY IF IT WEREN’T FOR
PEOPLE SUCH AS NORMAN SCARTH!!!
448. Free this Veteran, shame on the courts of the UK, this is a black day for ALL UK
citizens, this man served his country with pride and this is the thanks he gets, SHAME
SHAME!!
476. This is outrageous, whatever happened to our freedom of democracy! What about
Norman's human rights! He's only expressing his opinion which makes a lot of sense!
488. How can you treat a true war hero in such a way?
508. Heroes don't belong in Prison.
802. Is this how we treat our war veterans who fought and made sacrifice, this is an utter
disgrace.
835. This is appalling people who served our country with pride being treated this way!!
Release him ASAP!!!
904. This man stands up for human rights what is he doing in jail, he has fought two wars and
been robbed he deserves a gold medal for his bravery not jail. He is a respected freedom
fighter and an OAP like Nelson Mandela let him free he is an Honourable gentleman not a
criminal.
906. An elderly man in prison for speaking his mind is a mis-carriage of justice....shame on
who ever passed this sentence. Is this the way we honour our war heroes? All those fighting in
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Afghanistan now take note when the politicians have finished crying their crocodile tears this is
how they will treat you.
1010. This man put his life on the line to fight for freedom, the very least we can do is sign a
petition, I intend to get a banner made up and put it on a major bridge in the south/ anyone
fancy joining me / hang in there Norman, we will not let it lie. All the best to you sir, wiggy
1137. Disgusting, that this is happening to a ww2 hero. I don‟t know what it will take to
awaken the people of Britain!?
1138. We give our full support to Norman. To free Norman is not only right, but it is
essential to all those who stand for freedom, liberty and justice.
5.2 Appealing on Behalf of Norman Scarth
4. Don't know enough about the case except he is an old man with an axe to grind and it
doesn't need making any worse? And I thought the system was helping him with forms instead
of which he ended up in prison. I hope he gets free soon.
7. Norman's imprisonment is unjust and unlawful. There is no reason to treat him so
disgracefully. Life sentence prisoners (including rapists and paedophiles) live in complete
luxury by comparison. I know for sure; I was a Lifer Case Officer at HMP Kingston,
Portsmouth.
25. Show some compassion and sanity for God's sake. Free Mr. Scarth.
35. Free this man.
46. Free the Bradford One.
88. I am outraged at the egregious persecution of Normal Scarth and the abuse of due process
his case signifies - FREE HIM IMMEDIATELY!
116. Norman Scarth's unlawful incarceration is an abuse of Office.
118. STAY STRONG, HOPEFULLY THIS WILL HELP AND YOU MAY BE
RELEASED SOON TO BE WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS. MAY YOUR GOD
BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU STRONG!
137. Release him immediately!!
177. Please will you show this gent mercy!
180. Free this man now!!!!
182. For god‟s sake set this man free and lock the real criminals up so my kids and I can sleep
at night without fear - I just don‟t understand why this man has been imprisoned.
187. Unbelievable, imprisoned just for switching on an audio device. They want to imprison
violent criminals not old war heroes for nothing. Disgusting.
208. Get him out of there!
226. Free him, he should not be in prison.
228. This is an absolute outrage. We demand that Norman be freed immediately.
246. Free him now for heaven sake!
254. There is no legitimate reason why Mr Scarth should remain imprisoned. The
Secretary of State has the powers to release this man.
269. Let him go now, punishment not justified.
299. NOT A CRIMINAL. GET HIM FREE NOW.
316. Free this man from Hell ~ & NOW!
317. Let this man out for goodness sake. My Grandfather is 88 years old, to think of him
locked in a prison is horrifying! What a way to treat the old, the sentence far outweighs the
'crime' anyone with an ounce of brain can see that! Shameful!!!
327. When you are Norman's age, a six month sentence can equate to a life sentence.
336. What are they hiding from an 85 year old man that is worth what is a large
proportion of the rest of his life?
341. Release this old soldier, you know it's the right and decent thing to do.
344. I find the story of Norman unbelievable in 21st Century UK. I hope it is!
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348. Don’t be a joke, let out that bloke!!!!!!!
365. I am disgusted that a veteran has been treated this way over a simple mis-understanding.
Typical high-handed court officialdom in action. Let him go.
369. Release this man now!
373 + 396 + 746. Free Norman Scarth!
304 + 422. FREE NORMAN NOW!!!
432. THIS MAN SHOULD BE RELEASED IMMEDIATELY DUE TO THE PETTY
CHARGE ALSO HIS AGE. OUTRAGEOUS.
439. I think this is an absolute travesty! A waste of government funding for a gentleman who‟s
served for his country!
446. You call this a crime! It is disgraceful a gentleman of this age with hearing problems is
treated in this way.
DISGUSTED!
475. Please release this veteran.....it was inappropriate!
503. Franz Kafka couldn‟t make this up. Free him immediately.
505. How dare you do this to this man, let him go home!!!!!!!!
510. Release this man now!
513. Rapists are treated with more compassion and respect than this gentleman, bloody
disgraceful.
515. Release him immediately you traitors of the English.
535. This is disgraceful behaviour by the courts, a slap on the hand or a fine but to intern this
man is shameful.
555. The crime does not fit the punishment. Free this man who helped keep our country free!
577. As he had been allowed to do this before surely a legal precedent had been created for
him to do so again!?
580. Disgraceful; release him now!
595. Think it is absolutely disgusting. Again, another person jailed wrongly. Get it sorted now!
597. Why is this man in prison with hardcore criminals??
598. This is a disgrace, release him immediately.
605. Release him now!
617. The treatment of this man is absolutely disgusting.
618. This man‟s detention is totally outrageous and he should be released immediately. He is a
veteran of the WW2 conflict, and should be shown the dignity that he justly deserves!!
620. Let him go!
630. Norman should be released forthwith.
636. Please release Norman as he is innocent and he has been too harshly punished.
656. This man should be freed.
662. Justice is needed for this man.
679. Show some respect and decency to our people, especially our heroes who fought and are
fighting for our country. The British National Party would never treat our people like this.
JOIN US AND FIGHT BACK!
681. In the name of god, free this man. At his ripe age he is no threat to society and should
never have been imprisoned in the first place.
708. This Is Just Not Acceptable---Wake Up and Smell The Coffee. What A Total and Utter
Waste Of Public Money-----Get This Man Back Where He Belongs---With His Family and
Doing Good!
725. This is disgusting and outrageous. Free him at once!
731. Let him go free thickos!
737. Best of luck Norman!!!
751. Free him now!
752. Free Norman!
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754. An absolute disgrace. Free this elderly gentleman NOW.
767. This gentlemen needs to be released with extreme urgency.
760. He should never have been put in jail in the first place!
778. I request that Norman Scarth be released immediately.
806. Please release this Gentleman at once.
837. Injustice seems to be today‟s by-word release and pardon for this man could help to
adjust.
915. People in power of trust should not abuse this and give people the dignity owed
this man is a war hero and a indigenous UK citizen and has been treated as a common
criminal for been unable to hear?
926. Release this man now!
953. PLEASE RELEASE HIM!
958. Stop this injustice, release the man, respect the rights of the people!
1045. Let Norman out!
1054. Let him go.
1058. A disgrace, release the gentleman immediately!
1076. Free Normal Scarth now!
1086. He should be let out at once and allowed to be given his medication, the whole situation
is barbaric!!!
1092. Free him immediately!
1107. Release him now!
1136. Please release this man immediately!
1142. It's a disgrace that Norman should be held in jail for such a petty crime. He's a man of
86 for Christ‟s sake!
1144. Please allow Norman Scarth justice, if he was of another race he would be fawned upon
by all those so called human rights campaigners, but seeing he his white and has fought for this
nation one can assume that justice is really blind.
1220. About time he was set free.
1228. This man should be released.
1229. This man needs to be released on compassionate grounds if for no other reason.
1230. This man has harmed nobody and therefore should be released immediately.
1231. This is so corrupt, release this good man!
1251. Release Norman!
1258. Free Norman immediately and apologise for all the wrongs that have been done to him.
1263. SET HIM FREE! SET HIM FREE!
1317. Disgusting way to treat the man.
5.3. A Sunset Clause for Old People!
925. Considering the age, hearing problem, and that he is a WW2, this seems like a terrible
miscarriage of justice. And to incarcerate a gentleman of his age, and physical condition and
treat him in this inhumane manor is simply disgraceful. Please do the right thing and release
this honorable man. Thank You !!
940. I respectfully implore you to command the release this honourable gentleman
immediately. I fail to see that he has done anything wrong, or of such gravity as to warrant
detention. His treatment is nothing less than elder abuse, which is a crime in itself.
1088. This is no way to treat an OAP. It‟s a national disgrace. The judge should be
reprimanded.
1154. What a reptilian system and judge would punish such an honourable man at the dusk of
his life . Shouldn‟t there be a "sunset" clause for old people?
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5.4. Respect for Disability
12. Incarcerating this war hero is an abomination! If permission was given in the past for his
impairment, such should be taken into account this time as well!
148. It would seem both ridiculous and cruel to keep this elderly gentleman (who fought for
his country) incarcerated when rioters and looters need his place within the prison system. I
know how difficult it is for deaf people to function and do not blame him for wanting to
record his court case to make sure that justice is being done. The fact that he could not make
his wishes known to the judge in time in order for permission to be granted is neither here nor
there in the scheme of human compassion.
563. The Judge was right to be concerned, but there was a good reason for the use of the
equipment and the punishment is manifestly excessive. This also constitutes disability
discrimination for people with hearing problems.
599. This is a absolute disgrace -jailed for turning a hearing aid on-very sinister this -in our so
called democracy.
667. I am blind and use the computer with the aid of specialized software, I feel that the judge
is a very up himself kind of person. Had he allowed the listening loop to be turned on (as
prescribed by the Disability Discrimination Act) then this wouldn't have happened, release Mr
Scarth and sue the Judge for discrimination.
1274. There is no reason to hold this old man, release him!
1360. Disgraceful - the man is 86!!
6. Asking for Common Sense
9. For once again let common-sense and justice prevail.
173. Disgusting. I think we need to inject some common sense back into the Establishment.
457. Please....see sense.
501. Whatever happened to common sense justice! In light of events during last week - respect
is something which is in short supply. The release of Norman Scarth would go a long way to
restoring such respect for "authority".
509. What happened to common sense, the fella forgot, seems so petty to punish an old man
for a forgetful moment. Maybe the support worker, should receive a custodial sentence,
because of pathetic lack of compassion, when a note to the court clerk would be sufficient.
603. Please let us see some justice here.
609. When will these people with such powers start using some common sense? Disgusting.
621. This is shocking. Common sense is needed here.
727. How can such a man be held in prison when he has always been granted permission in the
past, for sake of good sense release him now!!!!
736. This is an absolute disgrace. Is this any form of common sense? Is this any form of
justice? What the heck is wrong with Britain these days?
786. Where has compassion and common sense gone? You leave rif raf on our streets to
cause mayhem and this man who served his country is in prison. Shame on you.
787. This man needs to be released; it is an outrage!
791. Disgusting! Free this man.
793. How can this injustice be allowed?
797. Free the man immediately.
839. Please start listening to the people of this country and start applying common sense... It
can‟t be that hard to see...
870. Free this Veteran and compensate him for time lost in which this mal-treatment
has denied him recovery. This would not be the case for any Machiavellian Bastards
fee Festering Minster for real crimes. Let's have Democracy back and Common sense
NOW! NEMO ME IMPUNE L'ACESSIT GULF 90-91 VETERAN!
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6.1 Support for the Petition
13. How can a disadvantaged old man be locked up like this?
31. What happened to freedom?
87. Absolutely gobsmacked!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110. Free WWII Veteran Norman Scarth from Leeds Prison.
132. A highly unjust sentence for a non-crime. Has the world gone crazy?
133. What is going on?????
156. Let right be done!
197. I agree with release.
216. This is outrageous.
219. What on earth is going on?
293. This is absolutely ridiculous!
324. Disturbing treatment of a WW2 veteran.
359. Absolutely scandalous situation.
89 + 366. Disgraceful.
383. This man should, as the petition says, be released immediately.
411. Supported, this government need their heads shaking.
419. Words fail me!
421. Sick. Very sick!!
437. 6 months for an 85 year old man who served his country? Disgusting.
467. This is disgusting.
470. Disgusting that an elderly man & WW2 veteran is treated in this manner!
482. A disgrace!
498. I am a British citizen and ex-Coldstream guardsman.
530. Let the poor guy out!
531. Is this for real?
538. OUTRAGEOUS!!!!!
539. NEW LEAF PROGRAMME CIC - TREATING Post Traumatic Stress Disorder IN
CORNWALL – 0779 902 3138
540. An absolutely disgraceful way to treat a War Hero and a Pensioner!. Good luck in your
campaign and I hope that Justice prevails.......
579. Outrageous especially seeing as he apologised.
238 + 558 + 585. Disgusting!!
661. Pleased to support this effort to rectify a serious wrong.
672. Shameful.
710. This makes me weep.
738+1030. Disgusting.
799. Utter disgrace that this is needed!
820. I hope this can make a difference.
840. Disgrace.
841. Total disgrace.
862. 86?
878. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING, RELEASE THIS MAN NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!
908. Only the truth will save us. www.thewayhomeorfacethefire.net

917. Shocked at this injustice which requires immediate attention.
922. I call upon all those responsible to release this man immediately.
937. Just get this man released NOW!!!!!!
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938. IT'S A DISGRACE !!!!
960. sickening case
1007. THIS IS A DISGRACE.
1016. This is an absolute disgrace GET IT SORTED!
1025+1309. What a disgrace....
1031. I find the jailing of this man totally inappropriate!
1032. Madness.
1171. This is a gross miscarriage of justice.
1199. Despicable.
1241. This is madness!
1284. Outrageous, absolutely outrageous!
1346. This corruption must be dealt swiftly with.
6.2. Faith or Salary – is that the Question?
541. Traitors to our sense of justice, shame on you. I remind you both of your oath and that we
ALL serve a higher authority and You will be judged as you yourself judge others.
1050. As a war pensioner myself, Norman is just a victim of the EUSSR NWO nutters who are
about to have the mighty hand of god fall upon them. Our UK Column is now in the forefront to
expose many of the workings of our corrupt government and law society. I have already cited
Tony Blair and Brown regarding the signing of the Lisbon treaty etc as well a false war in Iraq, the
truth will confirm the truth always, give time ....time?
1056. This is a travesty-no compassion, no mercy! And to deny him his medication is cruel - what
a Godless act. Look what he did for his country! Look what his country is doing to him.
SHAME.
1066. Today in the Royal Courts of Injustice in London, Judge Wyn Williams protracted
Norman‟s ordeal by adjourning his bid for freedom until next week. Many judges including, John
Walford, John Bullimore and Simon Grenfell hold positions of authority in the local Anglican
church. I know that Jesus Christ would have no part in this injustice. So, in our incestuous
legal and judicial system, why are all the judges who profess to be Christians keeping quiet? What
is more important, Faith or Salary?
1265. Jesus wept. How proud is that support worker of their crime battling ways?
1349. I am no expert of the British Legal System but this sentence of imprisonment seems harsh.
Why has the Judge in this case seen it as proper to treat a WW2 veteran in such a manner? To
withhold medication is obscene by any reasonable person's measure. May the LORD have mercy
on the Judge's soul when his own time duly comes.
7. And the Mainstream Media?
1073. Why is this item not top news in the Press?
1286. This case should be publicised around the world as an example of our disgraceful justice
system!
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